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What a HUGE Summer coming up for Transformers.
We have the movie, a full line of exciting toys and
you probably won't be able to leave your house with-
out seeing Transformers plastered on everything from
socks to boxes of cereal.

The Club will be doing its part to provide you with that extra
Transformers buzz you'll need as well. Check out our all new fea-
ture on the Club site, TCC Magazine ONLINE! Also, be sure to
pick up the all new Transformers Timelines Summer Special comic,
featuring the Transformers Classics, available this July at a comic
book shop near you or at www.transformersclub.com/shop. Look for
it in the Club store!

Take Care!

- Pete
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BotCon will soon be here and the response has been overwhelm-
ing!  We are looking forward to seeing all of you there!  Just as in
past years, we will have two pairs of souvenirs that you can get
by attending the show, so don’t  miss your package pick-up time
on Thursday night! 

For the latest guests and happenings at BotCon, go to
BotCon.com as we will be posting guest information and show
schedules.  On the first of June we will also  post the guest list for
the final 100 tickets for the Hasbro  visit. 

Hasbro and the BotCon staff are working very hard to make this
the most memorable BotCon ever!  So, join us in Providence, RI,
June 28-July 1 at the Rhode Island Convention Center.  General
Admission will also be available on Saturday and Sunday.

We are sooooo excited about showing the movie at BotCon six
days before it debuts in the theatres.  This movie will be a block-
buster and certainly will renew and create more fans of all ages.
What an awesome time it will be watching this movie with the
Hasbro team!  Thanks to Hasbro for donating the proceeds from
this night to local Rhode Island charities.

With all the movie toys and licensed products, it truly is a great
time to be a Transformers fan and collector.  We will be offering
as many items as we can starting June 2nd, so watch the club
store.  We will also have a lot of these items at BotCon.

Airazor and Astrotrain are in stock now so if you missed these
items, you can order them online at transformersclub.com/shop.
We are now working on future club exclusives that will be
announced later this year.

Congratulations to our next two Transformers ad winners!
Richard Coole, PA, (April) and, James Torphy-Fortier, TX, (May)
have each won a free Transformers figure by placing their classi-
fied ads in Master Collector.  I know that most of you trade
online and all of your ads are updated online each month. By sub-
mitting an ad for a specific item you are trying to sell or buy, can
win you a free Transformers figure.

Thanks for your support of the Transformers Collectors’ Club!   

‘til all are one.

-Brian

Optimash Prime, Shia LeBouf,
Megan Fox and Thrust from the
2007 BotCon Figure Set grace this
issue’s cover as we go full steam
into a summer season jam-packed
with Trnasformers! There’s some-
thing for everyone this year.
Forget the ‘Summer of Love’, this
is the Summer of Transformers!
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Transformers Collectors’ Club is 817-448-9863 
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(continued on page10...)

It can often be
quite the challenge

to track down a popular
Hollywood producer, especially

one that has manned the ship on
some of the most recent Hollywood
blockbusters. It might even be harder
than taking an energon bottle from a
newborn Decepticon!  However, the
team here at TCC were up to the chal-
lenge. When it turned out to be Mr. Tom
Desanto, Producer of the much antici-
pated Transformers movie opening July
7th, 2007, we found he was all too
happy to give the fans an inside look at
what went onto bringing the Transformers to the big screen.
If you had any lingering doubts as to the true ‘Fanboy’ status
of Mr. Desanto, our time with him should put those doubts to
rest once and for all. Tom Desanto is the real deal.

Scott Marble: You have admitted to being a comic geek.  When
you dive into your collection, what titles do you go for first? 

Tom DeSanto: Diving into back issues is always fun but I’m
just trying to keep up with all of the new stuff.  I read anything
by Geoff Johns, Mark Millar, Grant Morrison and am always
looking for good writing.  But at heart I love the Claremont X-
Men, the Wolfman/Perez Titans, and have big place in my heart
for the Justice League.   Spending many a Saturday morning
with the Super Friends, Justice League was the first book I start-
ed collecting hardcore.  I own a lot of comics, including a very
ratty issue of Brave and Bold #28 that I got when I was twelve.
Somehow one night a group of us ended up at Mark Turner’s
house and me and Geoff got talking about how I missed the old
JLA/JSA summer team-ups and how as a kid that was a special
bonus of the summer.  Really looking forward to what Geoff and
Brad do with that.  But there is still nothing like pulling out an
old Lee/Kirby issue and going back to a more simple time.

SM: The stories of your comic collection are well known.  Not a
lot of people get to actually make their childhood dreams and
stories come to life.  How does that feel? 

TD: I have been very lucky and the fact that I have been able
to get X-Men, Battlestar Galactica, and Transformers brought
out of Hollywood mothballs and have them become reality is
very satisfying.  I take pride in saying I was there first with the
idea to do the project.  A friend if mine said if I was a stockbro-
ker I would be great at picking penny stocks.  Even though
everyone know says that Transformers was a no brainer, it was
very hard convincing people to make this movie.  Even Don
Murphy at first didn’t get it, but everyone now knows he is now
the biggest fan.

SM: If you hadn’t been a closet geek with comics in the early
years, do you think you would have enjoyed the successes in
film that you have had thus far? 

TD: I never hid my geekdom as a matter of fact I think the
first time I met Bryan I was wearing my Superman t-shirt
which is now about 15 years old.  I think the fact that I was so
vocal about fanboy properties when they were out of fashion,
helped me establish the reputation as a “fanboy’s filmmaker”.
Now everyone in Hollywood is realizing the power of the fan-
boys, I just like to think of myself as ahead of the curve
because I am a fanboy.  A lot of studios think that Snakes On
A Plane or Grindhouse are fanboy movies but they are not.  I
loved Grindhouse but it is not a fanboy film, it’s a film fan,
film and there is difference.  And I will argue why Ghost Rider
and 300 are fanboy movies.  Ah but there in lies the secret of
being a fanboy or just saying you are and secret of success at
the box office.

SM: When did the idea of making Transformers into a movie
first come about? 

TD: Transformers (along with X-Men, Titans, Galactica) was
one of the properties I came out to Hollywood knowing I want-
ed to do, easier said than done when you are a blue collar kid
from NJ.  Because I didn’t have a studio deal, I didn’t have any-
one bankrolling me to acquire properties, I needed to go after
them myself. Transformers was a project I had been watching
for many years and I was chasing the rights for a while.  

In 2002 I had dinner with Don Murphy and his beautiful and tal-
ented wife Susan Montford (writer and director of the upcoming
While You Were Out – go see it when it comes out).  I had
known Don since we worked together on Apt Pupil and he is
one of my good friends.  I mentioned that I wanted to do
Transformers and had a take on it.  I talked about why I thought
it would make a great franchise and Don said although he was
not a fan, that the 80’s were coming back.  

A few months later one of my agents at William Morris, Craig
Kestel, when we were going to set a meeting with Hasbro for
Transformers suggested that I partner with Don Murphy as he
had a relationship with Hasbro.  I thought that was a great idea,
as I would be working with a friend.  I called Don and he said
that although he didn’t get Transformers, if it was something I
wanted to do he would get behind it.  Don said he had just met
with Hasbro to talk about GI Joe and they mentioned
Transformers to him but he passed over it. (By the way Don as
you all know has now become the biggest champion of

Transformers and gets it 100%)  

So we set the meeting and met with
Hasbro west coast and went in with my
treatment for the storyline (yes I
watched every episode of G1 to prep for
it), a fan made Transformers test (special
shout out to Michael Smith for being the
first to make me believe a car could
transform), and a lot of passion.  Hasbro
was so excited by Don and me and the
storyline I had come up with they gave
us an option on the rights for free.   
We went around to every studio and
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TThhee  MMiinndd  ooff
TToomm  DDeeSSaannttoo!!

by  Scott Marble
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Movie Toy
EXPLOS ION !

TM Movie Toy
EXPLOS ION !

Deluxe Class

Bumblebee

ROBOT HEROES

SOUNDWAVE VS GRIMLOCK

Deluxe Class

Scorponok

Voyager Class

Autobot Ratchet

Deluxe Class

Brawl

ROBOT HEROES

RODIMUS VS INSECTICON
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Deluxe Class

Jazz

Voyager Class

Blackout

DDeelluuxxee  CCllaassss

BBaarrrriiccaaddee

ROBOT HEROES

OPTIMUS PRIME VS RAVAGE

ROBOT HEROES

MIRAGE VS STARSCREAM
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DRILL BIT
Function: Coordinator

Gigantion's leader Metroplex tries to keep
personal tabs on every project underway
on the planet, but a task of such scale
dwarfs even him. Drill Bit picks up the

slack there and then some, especially
when it comes to coordinating the
Mini-Cons' workloads. Most Mini-
Cons consider him their boss and
answer to him before they would to
Metroplex, which the jovial giant
doesn't mind. Drill Bit is well-liked,

and has a heart worthy of a robot a hun-
dred times his size. Plus he's quite the
scrapper when the occasional rough-up
with rebels occurs, and his Powerlinx
energy makes Metroplex's axe
"Sparkdrinker" the ultimate weapon on
the planet!
Art by Sam Helbling

HEAVY LOAD
Function: Maintenance
Though he is partnered with the
rebellious Menasor, Heavy Load
doesn't quite share his frustration at
Gigantion's laws. But Heavy Load
does understand the reasons
Menasor feels as he does, and consid-
ers him his truest friend, so he goes

along with him even though he doesn't
want to rebel. His primary task is to
keep the tough-jobs-bot running in tip-
top shape at all times, and believes this
job also entails helping him out emo-

tionally. He is in some ways Menasor's
conscience; giving him advice, consul,

and --on rare occasion-- even stepping into
the giant's way if he feels the path he's cho-

sen is too self-destructive.
Art by Greg Sepelak

SUPER-SIZED!
Two Pages of Tiny
Tasty Tid-bits of

Transformers 
Treats!

STRIPMINE
Function: Heavy Machine Operations
Whether it's drilling bolt-holes into duryllium-
laced I-beams with his Diamond Grinder drill or
manning his partner Quickmix's tower to cover
rebels and Decepticons in quick-drying cement,
Stripmine throws himself wholeheartedly into
every job. The cautious Quickmix tolerates
Stripmine’s enthusiasm since he’s generally good
at staying focused on the task at hand and follow-
ing orders, and it’s hard to not like someone will-
ing to do just about any job and crack friendly
jokes the entire time. Unfortunately, with the
increase in rebel activity on Gigantion, that
means more fighting, and some think Stripmine
likes that a bit too much.

Art by Andrew Sorohan
Colors by Greg Sepelak

GGiiaanntt  ppllaanneett  MMIINNII--CCOONN  
PPRROOFFIILLEE  FFEEAATTUURREE
GGiiaanntt  ppllaanneett  MMIINNII--CCOONN  
PPRROOFFIILLEE  FFEEAATTUURREE

For more Mini Mayhem as well as the Full
3 page spread of "A Mini Transformers
Movie Premiere" check out the TCC
Magazine ONLINE feature at 
www.transformersclub.com.
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BIO
After Klo, it seemed only Hot Rod
would have followed Optimus Prime
anywhere. All the better that he'd
be following his commander back
to Cybertron.

Once home, he immediately got back
into racing. He'd run simulations thou-
sands of times during his centuries
away from Cybertron, but nothing
matched a real life run along the equatorial
straight-aways. No atmosphere transmits a sonic boom
so sweetly as on Cybertron.

Still, as much as he loved it, something about racing seemed
so pointless. In the end, a race is just driving around in
circles. He went back to Optimus Prime and asked what
he could do to help.

He found the administrative work he was given
oddly satisfying. The rehabilitation of
Cybertron was a vast project, with millions
of variables to be taken into account.
Millions of refugees from the war came
flooding home – including a sizable
Decepticon contingent. 

All of those millions needed shelter, fuel and a
function, but almost as important was entertain-

ment. The last thing Prime wanted was bored
robots at each others' throats.

Hot Rod was the natural choice to chair the Cybertron
Grand Challenge; a race of epic proportions, open to all. It

spanned the globe, and even extended into space. On the
first running, it even included several moons of a nearby gas

giant. That year, the second place team was a combined Autobot-
Decepticon team; a metaphor for the new Cybertronian peace, for which Hot Rod was given full credit.

Soon after, Hot Rod changed his name to Rodimus, partly in homage to the commander he still idolized, but also
as a reflection of his newfound maturity. He grew to become one of Optimus Prime's most trusted seconds, and
was the second member of the team asked to return to Earth to find and destroy Megatron. Remembering the
monster that had chased so many away from Cybertron millennia ago, he went without a second thought, deter-
mined to see that Megatron would never again terrorize a citizen of Cybertron.

WEAKNESSES
Despite his recent years of experience, he can still
sometimes be rash and overeager. He is still an
adrenaline junkie, ready to rush into danger at a
moment's notice. This can sometimes overwhelm his
more circumspect nature, placing him in trouble-
some situations.

A U T O B O T

WEAPONS / ABILITIES
Without his former Targetmaster partner Sparks, Rodimus' offensive capabilities are greatly reduced. He still
carries a photon laser modeled on Sparks' weapon form, but its accuracy and power do not match that of the

original weapon. However, Rodimus is just as fast as
he always was, and maturity has brought with it a
more nuanced tactical outlook. Despite his reduced
damage capacity, he is a much more effective fighter
and team member than he once was.

8

HI-TECH SPORTS CAR

R o d i m u s TM

"Action is my
middle name."

ALTERNATE MODE  / /

TM
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D E C E P T I C O N

R a m j e t
BIO

Ramjet is the most consistently underes-
timated of the Decepticons. Despite

being among the most dangerous of
the evil robots, many Autobots dis-

miss him as a maverick wingnut.
Mostly because his tactics always

boil down to accelerating
straight into whatever gets in

front of him, whether it's
his enemies, his friends, or
the ground.

Anyone who's ever been
hit by him and lived, of

course, never underesti-
mates him again. The damage

that can be done by almost thirty tons of
Cybertronian composites moving at Mach 3 is significant, to

say the least, and while Ramjet is built to withstand
such impacts, no one else is. Sure, all that crashing

may have rattled his neural network a bit, maybe
loosened a screw here and there, but it hasn't

diminished his skill as a pilot. When it comes
down to it, if Ramjet wants to smash into

you, he will. Dodging just means it hap-
pens later rather than sooner, and you

will have to listen to him shriek
"YAAAA-HOOOOOO!" more
than once.

WEAPONS / ABILITIES
As with many of the other Decepticons
rebuilt by Megatron, Ramjet's missile
racks and projectile weapons have been
modified to fire pilfered human-built
munitions. His primary ranged weapon is
a pair of argon lasers. Though these lack
the explosive power of more conventional
plasma and particle beam weapons, their
rate of fire is significantly higher. A few
well-placed shots can destroy a hardened
target in moments. Ramjet prefers to dis-
pense with all that nonsense, however,
and engage in the devastating physical
assault from which he draws his name.

WEAKNESSES
Not too bright, and possibly unstable. As
tough as he is, he does take damage
whenever he collides with something.
Several high-speed rams can take him
out of a fight permanently.

9

TM

TM

ALTERNATE MODE  / /

ADVANCED JET FIGHTER 

"There ain't nothin'
around harder than 
my head."

It is likely that Ramjet was a little more stable before
Starscream killed him. As brilliant as Shockwave is, it's

nearly impossible to make a full personality backup of a
being as complex as a Transformer without the occasional

error sneaking in. The store of engrams stashed on the Ark
was bound to contain one or two defects. So now the mech

who used to be a hard-headed bodyguard is a barely balanced killing machine.

Ramjet's fine with it, though. He barely misses whatever it is the other Decepticons think he's lost. He doesn't
remember Starscream killing him, but he doesn't hold a grudge anyway. Goodness knows he's knocked
Screamer out of the air more than once. As long as there's a consistent supply of Autobots and human fighters
to crash into, Ramjet is a happy camper.

Of course, once the Autobots are gone, Ramjet is likely to get bored. Who knows what'll happen then?
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every one of them passed.  No one at the high levels got the
appeal of Transformers but all of the junior development and
assistants sure did.  It looked like Optimus Prime would never
make it to the big screen after all.  Well I made one last run at the
only studio head in town who I thought might get it, Mike
DeLuca then President of Dreamworks.  Mike was smart and
someone I had always wanted to work with.  He helped build
New Line and was there first with a lot of pop culture properties.
Even though he said it wasn’t from his generation, he would give
my treatment to Steven (yes as in Spielberg).  Needless to say, to
hear that Steven Spielberg is reading something that you wrote is
a great feeling.  Well after what felt like the longest weekend of
my life, Mike called and said that Steven wanted to set up
Transformers at Dreamworks, it was a week before Christmas
2003 and the best gift I could have received.

I won’t bore you with all the details of the next 4 plus years
but needless to say everyone’s hard work will pay off on
July 4th 2007. 

SM: We have known for awhile now that Peter Cullen will be
voicing the part of Optimus Prime.  Can you tell us what other
actor’s names, if any, were thrown around before Peter was cast? 

TD: There was always a discussion on the direction to go with
Optimus Prime and who should be the voice.  But Peter Cullen is
the heart and soul of Optimus.  I remember an hour-long phone
conversation with Brian Goldner (Hasbro’s fearless leader) dis-
cussing why Don and I felt Peter had to voice Optimus.  I told
Brian if we got another to do the voice it would always be “insert
actor name” as Optimus Prime, but that Peter Cullen is Optimus
Prime.  By the end of the conversation Brian got it 100% and
with Hasbro’s support it moved us in the right direction.  Michael
to his credit was not an old school Transformers fan and wanted
to make sure that nostalgia was not over riding what was best for
the film.  

When we finally signed Peter Cullen, I took him out to dinner
and now I know where Optimus gets his soul.  Peter exceeded
expectations and if it wasn’t for him and the other voice actors
like Frank Welker we most likely would not be making the live
action movie 20 years later.  So we all owe them a debt of grati-
tude for their talent and putting the soul in the machines.

SM: Looking at the Autobot and Decepticon cast, many fans
have noticed that the Autobots seem to be largely familiar
characters and roughly matched to their Generation One vehi-
cle modes.  However, the Decepticons have several in the cast
that are obscure Generation One characters, (e.g. Blackout,
Barricade, Bonecrusher) and are not readily recognizable as
their Generation One vehicles.  Can you give us an idea of
why that is? 

TD: It is a long and winding road making a movie.  Here is the
list of Autobots I had in the pitch and final treatment.

OPTIMUS PRIME - Leader of the Autobots
Believes that freedom is the right of all sentient beings and the
Decepticons must be stopped from destroying Earth the same
way they had destroyed Cybertron.
IRONHIDE - Security Officer
Oldest of the Autobots, but with age comes wisdom.
JAZZ - SPECIAL OPS
Autobot historian and has the same love of Earth history and cul-
ture, especially music.
PROWL - Military Strategist
Hopes to be Optimus Prime’s successor but is very rigid and by
the book.

RATCHET - Medic
The healer of the group much like McCoy on Star Trek.
WHEELJACK - Mechanical Engineer
The Autobot scientist but also philosopher.
BUMBLEBEE- Espionage
Although the weakest of the Autobots he has more than enough
heart to make up for it.

Here is the list of Decepticons we had at the start.

STARSCREAM - Second in Command
Hungry for power, he believes he should be leading the
Decepticons.
SOUNDWAVE - Communications Officer
Loyal lieutenant to Megatron.
RAVAGE - Saboteur
LASERBEAK - Covert Operations
RUMBLE - Demolition Specialist
SKYWARP - Warrior
SHOCKWAVE - Military Tactician

TD: Making a movie is a very organic thing and ultimately a
team sport.  These character choices were before John Rogers or
Alex and Bob put their own thumbprint on them.  Things change
as the story grows and evolves once Michael came on a lot of
the new bots were brought in.  But at the heart everyone was
working to stay true to what the Autobots and the Decepticons
stand for.  Plus we had to have Transformers that looked cool
and kicked ass.

SM: Are there any estimates on opening weekend box office
takes floating around?  If so, has there been any discussion on a
take that will green light a sequel? 

TD: I just hope that we make enough money to green light a
sequel because Transformers is such a great mythology and what
fun to try and top the first.  So all you Trans fans bring a dozen
non-fans with you opening weekend and they will understand
the Transformers love.

SM: You have mentioned several times that you are challenging
the fans to outdo the X-men fans and bring with them the non -
Transformers audience .  Since TCC Magazine is the official
publication at the heart of the Transformers fandom, is there any
bone you can throw the fans that will get them salivating?
Perhaps a scene that may have been cut that may later appear on
the DVD as special features? 

TD: All I will say is for all the Gen 1 Transformers fans watch
the scene where Sam picks out Bumblebee there is a very inter-
esting thing in the car lot for Bumblebee fans.

SM: In a recent interview you mentioned a desire to do a film
on one of my favorite sci-fi series, Piers Anthony’s Split
Infinity, a great sci-fi book.  Where did the inspiration for that
idea come from? 

TD: My friend, and writing partner Jim Snider, brought me the
book and I just fell in love with the idea. So, I teamed with him
and his brother Josh on the project. It could be the king of all
franchise movies.

SM: With X-Men done, Transformers nearly put to bed, Teen
Titans building momentum, and Split Infinity possibly on the
horizon, do you have any other pet projects you would like to
see get off the ground? 

TD: Well I want to start to shift gears
and start directing.  I am working on an
original script, which I could not be
more excited about.  Plus as much as I
love nostalgia and bringing to life all the
properties we love I want to start bring-
ing out new universes that I have creat-
ed.  I want to create the next genera-
tion’s  Transformers… and I have
dozens of notebooks filled with ideas to
do it.

SM: Thanks so much for sharing with
all the Club members!

(continued from page 3)
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Produced by Fun Pub Comics exclusively for the Hasbro Transformers Collectors’ Club
To be continued...16
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